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India send 20 lakh doses of vaccine to Dhaka, Pak explores options

SHAHJALAL IFRY

NEWDELHI, JANUARY18

India on Monday sent 20 lakh doses of Covid-19 vaccines to Bangladesh, an effort aimed at repairing a rift with Pakistan, as tensions erupt in the region over a gulf cricketertoahardenedprofessional

On Monday, authorities in Dhaka announced that it had received 20 lakh doses of the vaccine through the COVAX mechanism, bringing its total to about 7,900 with about 7,900 deaths so far.

The vaccine was shipped to Bangladesh from the COVAX facility in the United States and will be used to vaccinate health workers and other priority groups.

Pakistan's move to source vaccines from India is part of its efforts to contain the spread of Covid-19 in the country, which has recorded more than 5,000 deaths so far.

India and Pakistan, which are divided over a number of issues including Kashmir, have had strained relations in recent years.

The Indian government has been trying to improve ties with its neighbors, including through initiatives such as the vaccines initiative.

India sent vaccines to countries like Nepal, Bhutan, Maldives and Sri Lanka as part of its efforts to rebuild its image in the region.

The move to send vaccines to Bangladesh is seen as a step towards improving relations with the country.

The vaccine initiative has been praised by international organizations as well as other countries, with many expressing gratitude to India for its generosity.

India has so far sent vaccines to more than 150 countries, and is working to expand its vaccine supplies to more countries.

The country is also looking to expand its vaccine production capacity, with plans to increase its vaccine production by 10 times in the next few years.

India is set to become a key player in the global vaccine market, with its vaccine supplies expected to reach 6 billion doses by 2022.

The move to send vaccines to Bangladesh is part of India's efforts to increase its vaccine exports and contribute to the global fight against Covid-19.

The country has already signed deals with several countries to supply vaccines, and is looking to expand its exports to more countries.
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THE DELHI High Court on Thursday asked WhatsApp to immediately issue notice in the case, saying it was delaying the implementation of its new policy which states that if a user does not accept the update, their account will be deleted.

The court said the matter will be heard on January 25, immediately after the hearing of another petition in the case, which was filed by lawyer and former bureaucrat Rupa Srivastava.

The court said that it was not delaying the implementation of WhatsApp’s new policies because of the petitioners,

“In its petition, the petitioner states that with the advent of new technology, the law needs to be updated. In this scenario, the court gives primary importance to the public interest at the forefront of the issue,” the court said.

“Department of Law and Social Justice, in its affidavit, has informed that the law is not outdated and updated laws and regulations are required for better implementation of the new policies of WhatsApp,” the court said.

The petition, filed by lawyer and former bureaucrat Rupa Srivastava, along with CBSE Alumni India, is challenging the procedure followed by WhatsApp in updating its policy.

The petitioners have sought an order from the court to strike down WhatsApp’s new privacy policy and ask it to provide a clear and simplified version of the same.

Rupa Srivastava, in her affidavit, has alleged that “the user is left with no other option but to accept the new privacy policy, and if the user chooses not to, then the user’s account would be deleted.”

The court said that it was not delaying the implementation of WhatsApp’s new policies because of the petitioners.

“The court has decided to give a hearing to the entire matter in a single setting,” it said.

The court also said that it would not delay the implementation of WhatsApp’s new policies for any other reason, and that it would be heard on January 25.
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JALPAIGURI

TMC leader stabbed to death for BJP workers detained

Express News Service
KOLKATA, JANUARY 18

A TEAM of Congress (TMC) workers was stabbed to death by a group of assailants in Jalpaiguri district on Monday. At least four TMC workers were detained following the police killings.

The deceased identified as Adhikari was a farmer identified as a prime suspect of a serial landowner's murder. Constitutional rights of the deceased's cooperative society and the cooperation of the police in the murder.

Sources said Ranjit Adhikari was attacked in Mayaganj around noon when he was returning from a construction programme.

A health worker being given a Covid-19 vaccine shot at a Nunsparab Diakine Hospital in South 24 Parganas on Monday.

Mannan meets Dhanakhar, seeks removal of ret'd OSD officials

The Express Telegraph

A call for TMC leaders to fight against the political estrangement, against the Bengali-speaking community, against the Bengali-speaking community in West Bengal, and against the Bengali-speaking community in the Bengali-speaking community in India. The call was issued by the TMC on Monday as the party announced a series of meetings later this year.

The party has already called a meeting of TMC leaders in West Bengal to discuss the political situation in the state.
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EYE ON SAFETY

SPENDING at an event about the experience of being in a crowd, Delhi High Court Judge A.K. Shanmugam, the son-in-law of Prime Minister Manmohan Singh, told the audience that he had found himself surrounded by security personnel after being identified by dyes on his shirt to be one of the few chosen to join the public in a crowd.

The event was organised by the Delhi High Court Bar Association and the Delhi Road Safety Cell as part of its initiative to promote road safety and awareness.

In western UP, farmers are angry tractors get ready for R-day protest

No CM candidate for Cong in Kerala, but Chandni may get lead role in poll campaign

 According to a panel of experts, despite the reservation policy, Scheduled Castes (SCs) and Scheduled Tribes (STs) are still under-represented in the electoral process. The panel recommended measures to improve their representation, including increasing the number of reserved seats and providing financial assistance to SC and ST candidates.

Institutions such as the Election Commission of India and the Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment have been urged to take note of these recommendations and consider implementing them in future electoral processes.

Kisan sansad dispute resolved, Chandni to be face of talks with government

The Supreme Court has ruled that the National Green Tribunal (NGT) does not have jurisdiction to hear cases related to air and water pollution.

The NGT had been hearing cases related to air and water pollution in the country, but the Supreme Court has now ruled that these cases should be heard by the Pollution Control Boards set up under the Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1974 and Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981.

The Supreme Court has also directed the NGT to transfer all pending cases related to air and water pollution to the Pollution Control Boards.

The court has further directed the central and state governments to ensure that the Pollution Control Boards are fully functional and are able to hear and decide cases related to air and water pollution.

In the absence of the NGT, the Supreme Court has directed the Pollution Control Boards to ensure that they hear and decide cases related to air and water pollution in a timely and efficient manner.

DMC will seek all Puducherry seats, ally Congress says watching close

While MLAs in the DMC are in fray to win the assembly elections, the DMC has also announced that it will contest all seats in the Puducherry assembly elections.

The DMC has been a part of the DMK-led alliance in the assembly and has been working to increase its presence in the state.

Delhi police to arrest retired IPS officer in the IMA meat scandal

A retired IPS officer has been arrested by the Delhi police in connection with the meat scandal at IMA (Indian Medical Association).

The officer was arrested after he was found to be in possession of a large quantity of illegally traded meat. The officer was also found to be in possession of a large quantity of illegal drugs.

The officer is accused of facilitating the illegal trade of meat and drugs in the IMA.

The Delhi police have also filed a charge sheet against the officer.

In the IMA meat scandal, more than 1,000 kg of meat and 200 kg of drugs were seized from the IMA.

The meat was found to be contaminated with formaldehyde and other harmful substances.

The drugs were found to be contaminated with fentanyl and other harmful substances.

The officer has been arrested under the Prevention of Corruption Act, 1988 and the Narcotics Control Act, 1985.
ADDRESSING THE NATION on the day his government proposed the "ECONOMY 2.0" programme, Prime Minister Narendra Modi quipped: "If every citizen of a nation is not happy, the nation itself is not happy. It is a very simple equation."

Prime Minister Narendra Modi, the government’s top policy reformer, has now introduced a new policy that is aimed at reviving the Indian economy. The policy, which is called "ECONOMY 2.0," is a follow-up to the "ECONOMY 1.0" policy introduced by his predecessor, Prime Minister Manmohan Singh, in 2012.

The "ECONOMY 2.0" policy is a comprehensive package of measures that are aimed at boosting the economy and creating jobs. The policy includes measures to boost investments, reforms in the tax system, and improvements in the ease of doing business.

The policy is expected to provide a boost to the economy and help create jobs. It is also expected to help India achieve its goal of becoming a $5 trillion economy by 2024.

The policy is also expected to provide a boost to the agriculture sector, which is the backbone of India’s economy. The policy includes measures to boost farm produce, such as the introduction of a new farm produce policy.

The policy is also expected to provide a boost to the manufacturing sector, which is the backbone of India’s economy. The policy includes measures to boost manufacturing, such as the introduction of a new manufacturing policy.

The policy is also expected to provide a boost to the services sector, which is the backbone of India’s economy. The policy includes measures to boost services, such as the introduction of a new service policy.
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The policy is also expected to provide a boost to the space sector, which is the backbone of India’s economy. The policy includes measures to boost space, such as the introduction of a new space policy.
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The Capitol lesson

India’s victory against divisive politics will come when everybody Hindus say enough

Rajmohan Gandhi

BY PRASHANT SINGH

The day after Donald Trump was impeached by the US House of Representatives led by Speaker Nancy Pelosi, the US President was sworn in as the 46th President of the US. But the country that he had attacked his entire term of office was India. US President Joe Biden, the US Constitution and the US itself are in for a rude awakening.

Trump’s presidency had been marked by his bigoted views on race, his肆意抹黑 Bangladesh, Pakistan and China, his racist attacks on black and brown people, his racist attacks on the IndianAmerican community. He had also been closely associated with the IndianAmerican business community.
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Coronavirus Dashboard

- India Active Cases: 208,012
- Last 10 Days: 224,190
- India Total Cases: 10,971,773
- World Total Cases: 9,195,602

**Simply Put Question & Answer**

The problem of non-performing assets persists in a sector stressed by the pandemic, the RBI Governor has agreed to look at a proposal to create a bad bank. What are the arguments for and against the concept?

- **For:**
  - Bad banks can help to offload non-performing assets from banks, reducing the burden on the banking system.
  - They can provide a mechanism for the orderly resolution of stressed assets.
  - This can help prevent the spread of distress across the banking sector.

- **Against:**
  - There are concerns about the potential for moral hazard and the risk of financial instability.
  - The effectiveness of bad banks depends on the quality of management and the risk management framework.
  - There is a need for careful regulation to prevent the creation of a back door for bailouts.

**Question:** How serious is the NPA issue in the wake of the pandemic?

- **Answer:** NPA levels in banks are expected to increase in the wake of the pandemic, with the economic slowdown leading to a rise in non-performing assets. The RBI has taken measures to ease the burden on banks, but the long-term impact on the banking system remains to be seen.

**Question:** Why are two masks recommended in COVID-19 protection?

- **Answer:** Wearing two masks can provide additional protection by blocking the virus from entering the lungs. The masks can be made of different materials and may also provide a double barrier against the virus.

**Question:** What are the executive orders being planned by the Biden Administration?

- **Answer:** The Biden Administration is planning several executive orders, including:
  - Reversing the Trump administration's decision to withdraw from the Paris Agreement on climate change.
  - Expanding the executive order on clean energy and climate change.
  - Reversing the Trump administration's decision to withdraw from the WHO.
  - Reversing the Trump administration's decision to withdraw from the World Bank.
  - Reversing the Trump administration's decision to withdraw from the International Monetary Fund.

**Question:** What is the RBI doing about bad loans?

- **Answer:** The RBI has recommended setting up a bad bank to resolve stressed assets. This would involve identifying stressed assets and transferring them to a special bad bank, which would then manage and sell these assets.

**Question:** What are the reasons for the rise in non-performing assets?

- **Answer:** The rise in non-performing assets can be attributed to the economic slowdown due to the pandemic, which has led to a fall in demand and supply, resulting in job losses and reduced incomes. This has affected the ability of borrowers to repay loans, leading to an increase in non-performing assets.
West tells Russia to free Alexei Navalny, Moscow pushes back

He is put in 30-day pre-trial detention after arrest upon arrival from Germany

Anton Zvezev & Andrew Oswald

Moscow, Jan. 18

A Russian judge pronounced Russian opposition leader Alexei Navalny guilty of fraud and embezzlement on Monday and ordered him held in a prison colony outside Moscow, a special security prison where opposition leaders say conditions are extremely harsh.

The move, valid only for 30 days, means Navalny will face a maximum of one year in jail. He was also ordered to pay a fine of $400,000.

Navalny, an oil tycoon released from prison in December 2020 after his five-year sentence was reduced by a year, was arrested upon his arrival from Berlin on Sunday. He was detained at Moscow's Sheremetyevo airport and was charged with violating parole rules.

The arrest of Navalny, Russia's most prominent opposition leader, comes just days after the inauguration of President Joe Biden, who has vowed to confront Russian President Vladimir Putin.

Navalny is a vociferous critic of Putin and has spent years in prison for his outspokenness.

Navalny's wife, Yulia, welcomed his return to Russia, calling it a “happy day” and a “great day.”

She said in a statement on social media: “I am happy for him because he is a free man. I am also happy for him because he has returned to us and now we can be together again.”

Navalny has been in prison before, but this is the first time he has been returned to Russia after being abroad. He was previously imprisoned in 2017 and 2018 for participating in anti-government protests. He was released from prison in December 2020.

The move comes as tensions rise between the US and Russia, with President Biden's administration warning of potential consequences for any further actions by Moscow.

Biden has said he will work with allies to reassert US leadership and push back against Russian aggression. He has ordered a review of US policy toward Russia, and has said he will engage with Putin to try to impro
Chandrakehar recovering
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